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Abstract
The Reidemeister number R(f ) is an upper bound for the Nielsen number N(f ) of a selfmap f .
For Jiang-type spaces, N(f )= 0 or N(f )= R(f ) according to whether L(f )= 0 or L(f ) = 0 where
L(f ) denotes the Lefschetz number of f . In this paper, we use a relative Reidemeister number to
estimate the relative Nielsen number of a selfmap of a pair of spaces. We show that the relative
Reidemeister number can be used to calculate the relative Nielsen number for maps of pairs of Jiang-
like spaces. We also apply the relative Reidemeister number to study fixed points of fiber-preserving
maps.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For any selfmap f :X→X of a compact polyhedronX, the computation of the Nielsen
number N(f ) is notoriously difficult. When X is a Jiang space, N(f )= 0 if the Lefschetz
number L(f ) vanishes or N(f )= R(f ) if L(f ) = 0, where R(f ) denotes the Reidemeister
number of f . The latter case simply says that the computation of N(f ) can be reduced
to the computation of R(f ) which is defined in terms of lifting classes to the universal
cover. It is therefore desirable to consider spaces such that L(f ) = 0 ⇒ N(f ) = 0 or
L(f ) = 0 ⇒ N(f ) = R(f ) for all selfmaps f , which are called Jiang-type spaces (see
also [5] for coincidences).
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In recent Nielsen fixed point theory research, the relative theory introduced by
H. Schirmer has opened up new directions and questions. The relative Nielsen number
has many connections with other Nielsen-type theories including those for equivariant
maps, iterated maps and homeomorphisms of surfaces with boundary (for details, see the
excellent survey [11]). The relative Nielsen number of a map of pairs f : (X,A)→ (X,A)
is defined by
N(f ;X,A)=N(f )−N(f,fA)+N(fA)
where N(f,fA) denotes the number of essential fixed point classes of f that contain
an essential fixed point class of fA = f |A :A→ A. It is clear from the definition that
the computation of N(f ;X,A) is at least as difficult as that of the ordinary Nielsen
number. Attempts at computing N(f ;X,A) have been made in [9] and in [12]. The notion
of relative Reidemeister classes was first explored in [9]. While a relative generalized
Lefschetz number was introduced in [9] as a computational tool, the relative Nielsen
number can be calculated using simpler methods for relative maps on Jiang pairs (see [1]).
In fact, the relative Reidemeister number R(f ;X,A) of [1] gives a correct relative analog
of the absolute Reidemeister number in the sense that a Jiang-type theorem can be
established, (see [1, Proposition 3.8]) stating that either N(f ;X,A)= 0 or N(f ;X,A)=
R(f ;X,A) when (X,A) is a pair of Jiang spaces.
The main objective of this paper is to further illustrate the use of this relative
Reidemeister number by proving Jiang-type results for maps of pairs of Jiang-type spaces
which include the classical Jiang spaces (see Section 3). In particular, we generalize the
equivalent conditions on nilmanifolds given in [2] (and in [4] for coincidences) to maps
of nilmanifold pairs (see Section 4). We further investigate in Section 5 the relationship
between relative Nielsen theory and the Nielsen theory for fiber-preserving maps as
obtained in [9] and in [6]. Computation of the relative Reidemeister number and hence
of the relative Nielsen number can be simplified under certain algebraic conditions on the
fundamental group, using the algebraic formulation of the Reidemeister number, presented
in Section 2.
For simplicity, the spaces we consider in this paper are finite polyhedra (except for
Section 5) although many of the results are also valid for more general spaces such as
compact ANRs or spaces which admit a fixed point index with the usual properties and for
which universal covering spaces exist.
2. A relative Reidemeister number
In this section, we give an alternative algebraic formulation of the relative Reidemeister
number of [1] which was defined in terms of lifting classes.
Let X be a compact, connected polyhedron, and A ⊂ X a finite subpolyhedron, not
necessarily connected. Let f : (X,A)→ (X,A) be a map of pairs, that is, a map f :X→X
such that f (A) ⊂ A. Writing A =⋃Ak , where Ak are the connected components of A,
then define the restrictions fk = f |Ak :Ak →Al and fA = f |A :A→A. Note that Ak need
not be f -invariant, in which case, the fixed point data is empty.
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Since X is a compact connected polyhedron, it has a universal covering space. Since A
may not be connected, we will extend the concept of universal covering space, by taking the
disjoint union of the universal covering spaces of each one of the connected components of
A as its universal covering space. That is, A˜=⋃ A˜k , where A˜k is the universal covering
space of the connected component Ak of A. Also, the covering projection ηA : A˜→ A
is defined as ηA |A˜k= ηAk : A˜k → Ak , where ηAk is the covering projection of A˜k . Let
Y be a space with universal covering ηY : Y˜ → Y , denote by Coν(ηY ), its group of deck
transformations.
Two liftings f˜ and f˜ ′ of f :X→X are said to be conjugate if there exists γ ∈ Coν(ηX)
such that f˜ ′ = γ ◦ f˜ ◦ γ−1. The lifting classes are the equivalence classes of liftings by
conjugacy, and we denote them by
[f˜ ] = {γ ◦ f˜ ◦ γ−1 | γ ∈ Coν(ηX)}.
The Reidemeister number of f , denoted by R(f ), is defined as the number of lifting classes
of f .
The set of all fixed points of f is denoted by Fix(f ). The subset ηX Fix(f˜ ) of Fix(f ) is
called the fixed point class of f determined by the lifting f˜ .
We now present the algebraic formulation. Let f˜ be a lifting of f , then for every
σ ∈ Coν(ηX) (we will denote this set by π , since it is identified with the fundamental
group π1(X)), there is a unique element ϕ(σ) ∈ π such that f˜ σ = ϕ(σ)f˜ . The map thus
defined, ϕ :π → π , is a group homomorphism. Similarly, for every f -invariant component
Ak of A, we have that, for every σ ∈ Coν(ηAk ) (= πk ≡ π1(Ak)), there is a unique element
ϕk(σ ) ∈ πk such that f˜kσ = ϕk(σ )f˜k . The map thus defined, ϕk :πk → πk , is a group
homomorphism.
If [αf˜ ] = [βf˜ ] then
βf˜ = σαf˜ σ−1 = σαϕ(σ−1)f˜
and, therefore, β = σαϕ(σ−1). This gives a one-to-one correspondence between Reide-
meister classes and lifting classes.
Given ϕ :π → π , we have the so-called Reidemeister action of π on π , given by
σ · α = σαϕ(σ−1).
Therefore, the Reidemeister classes are the orbits of this action, and the set of
Reidemeister classes is denoted by R(ϕ,π). From the discussion above, we have R(f )=
#R(ϕ,π), where # denotes the cardinality.
Similarly, for each f -invariant Ak we have respectively R(ϕk,πk) and R(fk) =
#R(ϕk,πk). We define R(ϕA,πA)=⋃kR(ϕk,πk) and therefore,
R(fA)= #R(ϕA,πA)=
∑
k
#R(ϕk,πk).
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As in [15] and in [7], there is a morphism of selfmaps for each such k, i.e., a commutative
diagram
Ak
fk
ik
Ak
ik
X
f
X
where ik is the inclusion. To each such k, we choose a lifting i˜k of ik such that the diagram
A˜k
i˜k
ηAk
X˜
ηX
Ak
ik
X
(1)
commutes. This i˜k determines a correspondence i˜k,lift from the liftings of fk to the liftings
of f , defined by i˜k,lift(f˜k) = f˜ , if i˜k ◦ f˜k = f˜ ◦ i˜k . And i˜k,lift induces a correspondence
from the lifting classes of fk to the lifting classes of f , which is independent of the choice
of the lifting i˜k of ik , and is determined by ik itself. It is denoted by
ik,FPC : FPC(fk)→ FPC(f )
where FPC(f ) is the fixed point class data of f , i.e., the weighted set of lifting classes of
f , the weight of a class [f˜ ] being index(f, ηX Fix(f˜ )).
Since a fixed point class of a selfmap is always labeled by a lifting class, we can re-write
Proposition 2.1 of [15] as
Proposition. Every lifting class of fk :Ak → Ak “belongs” to, or is contained in, some
lifting class of f :X→X, in the sense that ik,FPC[f˜k] = [f˜ ], for some f˜ . When ηAk Fix(f˜k)
is non-empty, ηAk Fix(f˜k) is a subset of ηX Fix(f˜ ) if, and only if, ik,FPC[f˜k] = [f˜ ].
The inclusion ik induces a homomorphism
ik# :π1(Ak)→ π1(X)
and, because of the identification π1(Y )≡ Coν(ηY ), we have a well-defined map
îk :R(ϕk,πk) −→ R(ϕ,π),
[α] −→ [ik#α]
(for more details, see [7]). Thus, we define îA :=⋃k îk . In [1], we defined the set of weakly
common lifting classes of f and fA, and denoted it by r(f,fA), as the set of liftings f˜ of
f that are in the image of any lifting f˜k of fk , by the map i˜k,lift. It is only natural that we
have the corresponding set, from an algebraic point of view. That is, the set of classes of
loops of π under ϕ that are in the image of a class of loops of πA under ϕA by the map îk ,
for some k. Denoting it byR(ϕ,ϕA), we have
R(ϕ,ϕA)=
{[α] ∈R(ϕ,π) | [α] = îk([β]) for some [β] ∈R(ϕk,πk)}.
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The relative Reidemeister number of f on the pair (X,A) is thus defined as
R(f ;X,A)= R(fA)+R(f )−R(f,fA),
where
R(f )= #R(ϕ,π),
R(fA)=
∑
k
#R(ϕk,πk),
R(f,fA)= #R(ϕ,ϕA)
(2)
and the cardinalities are all finite. Otherwise, if any of them is not finite, then we define
R(f ;X,A)=∞.
Remark 1. Note that if R(f,fA) is infinite then both R(f ) and R(fA) are necessarily
infinite. This is because R(ϕ,ϕA) ⊂ R(ϕ,π) and the elements in R(ϕ,ϕA) are images
of elements of
⋃
kR(ϕk,πk) under the function
⋃
k îk :
⋃
kR(ϕk,πk)→R(ϕ,π). Since
R(f ) − R(f,fA)  0 and R(fA) > 0, R(f ;X,A) < ∞ iff R(fA) < ∞ and R(f ) −
R(f,fA) <∞. If R(fA) <∞, there are only a finite number of images under ⋃k îk in
R(f,fA). Thus, R(fA) <∞ and R(f ) − R(f,fA) <∞ iff R(fA) and R(f ) are both
finite.
Moreover, R(f )− R(f,fA) is also known as the relative Reidemeister number on the
complement, denoted by R(f ;X−A) in [1]. The finiteness of R(f )− R(f,fA) does not
guarantee the finiteness of R(f ) and of R(f,fA).
Because of the one-to-one correspondence between the sets in both definitions, all results
proved in [1] hold true for this algebraic definition of R(f ;X,A). In particular, the relative
Reidemeister number R(f ;X,A) satisfies the basic properties such as (relative) homotopy
invariance, homotopy type invariance, and commutativity.
Example 2.1. For any positive integer q , the cyclic group Zq of order q acts freely on the
sphere S2n−1 = {z= (z1, . . . , zn) ∈Cn||z| = 1} via
ζ · (z1, . . . , zn)= (ζ z1, . . . , ζ zn)
where ζ = e2π i/q and ζ zi denotes the complex multiplication of ζ and zi . The orbit space
L2n−1q is the classical lens space with fundamental group Zq . For any positive integer
m < n, the restriction of the action of Zq on the sub-sphere S2m−1 yields a lens space
pair (L2n−1q ,L2m−1q ). Then the relative Reidemeister number is computed in terms of the
Reidemeister numbers of the homomorphisms ϕ,ϕA :Zq → Zq .
Suppose q is prime. The homomorphism iA# :π1(A)→ π1(X) induced by the inclusion
A ↪→ X induces a group homomorphism îA :R(ϕA,πA)→ R(ϕ,π). Since R(ϕA,πA)
and R(ϕ,π) are quotient groups of Zq and iA# is an isomorphism, it follows that îA is an
isomorphism. Hence R(f,fA)= R(f )= R(fA) and so R(f ;X,A)= R(f ).
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3. Jiang-type theorems
Recall in [13] that a space X is said to be of Jiang-type if the following conditions are
satisfied for all selfmaps f :X→X.
(C1) L(f )= 0 ⇒ N(f )= 0;
(C2) L(f ) = 0 ⇒ N(f )= R(f ).
Jiang-type spaces include the classical Jiang spaces, nilmanifolds (see, e.g., [12]), a cer-
tain class of solvmanifolds (see [8]), and homogeneous spaces G/K of compact connected
Lie groups G by closed subgroups K such that the homomorphism p∗n :Hn(G;Z)→
Hn(G/K;Z) is nonzero where n= dimG/K (see [13]).
Example 3.1. Generalizing Example 2.1, we can obtain Jiang-type pairs as follows. Let
G be a finite group acting freely on an odd sphere S2n−1 such that there is a G-invariant
sub-sphere S2m−1. The orbit space pair (X,A) = (S2n−1/G,S2m−1/G) is a Jiang-type
pair (see [5]). Note that (X,A) is a pair of Jiang spaces if and only if G is abelian. The
Reidemeister number of ϕ :G→ G (and of ϕA) is the number of conjugacy classes 〈g〉
of elements g ∈G such that 〈ϕ(g)〉 = 〈g〉 and that 〈ϕA(g)〉 = 〈g〉 (see for example [2]).
See [3] for other techniques concerning the computation of the Reidemeister number.
A Jiang-type result was proven in [1] for selfmaps f : (X,A)→ (X,A) where both A
and X are Jiang spaces. Extending that result, we obtain the following
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (X,A) is a pair of Jiang-type spaces, such that L(f ) ·
(
∏
k L(fk)) = 0, then N(f ;X,A)= R(f ;X,A).
Proof. By hypothesis, L(f ) = 0 and L(fk) = 0, for every k. Since X is a Jiang-type space
and L(f ) = 0, it follows that N(f )= R(f ), and this implies R(f ) is a finite number and
that all fixed point classes are essential. Also, since A is a Jiang-type space, so is each
one of its components, Ak . Together with L(fk) = 0, for every k, we have N(fk)= R(fk)
which implies R(fk) is a finite number and that all fixed point classes are essential, for
all k.
In [10], the set of essential common fixed point classes of f and fA, denoted by n(f,fA),
was defined and its cardinality was denoted by N(f,fA). In an analogous manner r(f,fA)
was defined in [1] to be the set of weakly common fixed point classes of f and fA. Under
the hypotheses of this theorem, there is a 1–1 correspondence between the sets n(f,fA)
and r(f,fA). To prove it, observe that if F ∈ n(f,fA) then it means
(1) F is essential;
(2) there exists an essential fixed point class FA of fA such that F⊃ FA.
Therefore, from the essentiality of both classes, we have
F= ηX
(
Fix(f˜ )
)
, for some lift f˜ of f ;
FA = ηX
(
Fix(f˜k)
)
, for some lift f˜k of fk.
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Since F⊃ FA, we have ik,FPC[f˜k] = [f˜ ]. Therefore, [f˜ ] ∈ r(f,fA). This direction of the
correspondence is the usual one, since there is an inclusion from the non-empty fixed point
classes into the Reidemeister classes (defined by liftings). On the other hand, when we
have a class [f˜ ] ∈ r(f,fA), this means
(1) [f˜ ] ∈ r(f );
(2) there exists [f˜k] ∈ r(fA) such that ik,FPC[f˜k] = [f˜ ].
Since (X,A) is a Jiang pair, condition (C2) holds for f and for fA. The fact that there is
a 1–1 correspondence between the sets R(ϕ,π) and r(f ) implies that both lifting classes
[f˜ ] and [f˜k] are associated to essential fixed point classes such that
ηX
(
Fix(f˜ )
)= F, where F is essential,
ηX
(
Fix(f˜k)
)= FA, where FA is essential.
Since ik,FPC[f˜k] = [f˜ ], by diagram (1), we see that ik(Fk) = F. In other words, F ⊃
Fk . This shows the 1–1 correspondence between n(f,fA) and r(f,fA). Following the
arguments of Section 2, it is straightforward to show that there is a bijection between the
sets r(f,fA) and R(ϕ,ϕA). These two correspondences together allow us to affirm that
N(f,fA)= R(f,fA). ✷
Remark 2. To accompany Theorem 3.2, it follows immediately from the definition
of the relative Nielsen number that (i) L(f ) = 0 ⇒ N(f ;X,A) = N(fA); when A is
connected, (ii) L(fA) = 0 implies N(f ;X,A) = N(f ) and (iii) L(f ) = 0 and L(fA) =
0⇒ N(f ;X,A)= 0.
The computation of the relative Nielsen number in [12] was carried out under the
assumption of the function îA being injective. The following example, which was used
as Example 2.6 of [12], illustrates Theorem 3.2 without the injectivity hypothesis.
Example 3.3. Let X =D2 × S1 be the three-dimensional solid torus and A= ∂D2 × {1}
be a meridian on the boundary of X. Consider
f = f1 × f2 :D2 × S1 →D2 × S1
where f1(reiθ )= re−iθ and f2(z)= z¯, the complex conjugate of z ∈ S1 ⊂C.
Then L(f ) = 2 = R(f ),L(fA) = 2 = R(fA) and thus L(f ) · L(fA) > 0 but îA is not
injective. In fact, it is easy to see that îA is the trivial homomorphism so that R(f,fA)= 1.
Hence, N(f ;X,A)= 3 = R(f ;X,A).
Remark 3. In Example 3.3, the relative Nielsen number on the complement, introduced by
Zhao in [15], is given by N(f ;X−A)= 1. It also coincides with the relative Reidemeister
number R(f ;X − A) on the complement, introduced in [1]. In fact, a Jiang-type result
for the Nielsen number on the complement was given in Proposition 2.7 of [1], under
weaker hypotheses. See also [14] for applications to periodic points using this relative
Reidemeister number on the complement.
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One can easily find examples of Jiang-type pairs that are not Jiang pairs.
Example 3.4. Every nilmanifold can be fibered over another nilmanifold of smaller
dimension as the total space of a principal torus bundle. Thus we can always find a subspace
of a nilmanifold which is also a nilmanifold (in fact, a torus) and so we obtain a nilmanifold
pair. This procedure can be carried out algebraically at the fundamental group level as
follows.
Let π be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group of Hirsch length k. Then π
can be realized as the fundamental group of a k-dimensional nilmanifold. Given a normal
subgroup π ′ π , there is a short exact sequence of finitely generated torsion free nilpotent
groups.
1 → π ′ → π → π/π ′ → 1.
This exact sequence in turn induces a fibration
M ′ ↪→M →N
where π1(M ′)= π ′,π1(M)= π and π1(N)= π/π ′. Moreover,
h(π)= h(π ′)+ h(π/π ′)
where h(Z) denotes the Hirsch length of Z. If ϕ :π → π is a homomorphism and π ′ is
ϕ-invariant then (M,M ′) is a Jiang-type pair. Furthermore, if π ′ is the last non-trivial term
in the lower central series of π , then π ′ is a central subgroup and it is automatically ϕ-
invariant. Thus, the fibration M ′ ↪→M →N is orientable, M ′ is a torus, N a nilmanifold
of smaller dimension, and every selfmap f :M →M is, up to homotopy, fiber-preserving
with respect to this fibration.
Example 3.5. Let H be a closed connected subgroup of a compact connected Lie group
G. For any finite subgroup K in H , both G/K and H/K are Jiang-type (coset) spaces
(see [5]). Thus, (G/K,H/K) is a Jiang-type pair.
We end this section with an example illustrating Theorem 3.2.
Example 3.6. Let N = G/π be the three-dimensional Heisenberg manifold, the coset
space of the simply connected nilpotent Lie group
G=
{( 1 a b
0 1 c
0 0 1
)∣∣∣∣a, b, c ∈R
}
by the lattice
π =
{(1 a b
0 1 c
0 0 1
)∣∣∣∣a, b, c ∈ Z
}
.
Then N admits a principal S1-fibration over the torus T 2.
Consider the map ϕ :N →N induced by the homomorphism(1 a b
0 1 c
0 0 1
)
→
( 1 −a −2b
0 1 2c
0 0 1
)
.
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Note that ϕ is in fact a fiber-preserving map with respect to the fibration S1 ↪→ N → T 2.
The restriction ϕ|S1 has degree 2 so that N(ϕ|S1) = 3. Furthermore, the induced map
ϕ :T 2 → T 2 has Nielsen number
N( ϕ )=
∣∣∣det((−1 00 2)− I)
∣∣∣= 2.
It follows from the Nielsen product formula that
N(ϕ)=N(ϕ|S1) ·N( ϕ )= 6.
Now let X=D2 ×N,A= ∂D2 × S1 where ∂D2 is the boundary of the unit 2-disk D2.
Define f : (X,A)→ (X,A) by
f := f1 × ϕ where f1
(
reiθ
)= re−iθ , 0 r  1.
The pair (X,A) is a Jiang-type pair. The map fA has six (Reidemeister) fixed point
classes on A but they are mapped under îA to three distinct (Reidemeister) fixed point
classes. Thus, R(f )= 6,R(fA)= 6 and R(f,fA)= 3 so N(f ;X,A)= R(f ;X,A)= 9.
4. Nilmanifold pairs
For selfmaps of a nilmanifold, it was shown implicitly in [2] that the following
conditions are equivalent.
R(f ) <∞;
# Fix(f#)= 1;
N(f ) = 0.
(3)
It is clear that (3) also holds if the space is assumed to have the homotopy type of
a compact nilmanifold. This result has recently been extended to coincidences (see for
example [4]). On the other hand, fixed points of maps on nilmanifold pairs were studied
and, under certain conditions, Anosov-type results were obtained in [12]. In this section,
we generalize (3) to obtain similar equivalent conditions for maps of nilmanifold pairs.
Moreover, we relax the injectivity condition imposed on the function îA and reformulate
some of the results of [12].
Theorem 4.1. Let (X,A) be a compact polyhedral pair of the homotopy type of a
nilmanifold pair. For any selfmap f : (X,A) → (X,A), the following conditions are
equivalent.
R(f ;X,A) <∞;
# Fix(f#) ·
l∏
k=1
# Fix(fk#)= 1;
N(f ) ·
l∏
k=1
N(fk) = 0.
(4)
Here, k ranges over the number of components of A.
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Proof. Since the relative Nielsen and Reidemeister numbers are both homotopy type
invariants, we may assume without loss of generality that (X,A) is a nilmanifold pair.
The equivalences of (3) hold true for f on X and for fk on Ak for each component Ak of
the subspace A. Then the following are easily proven to be equivalent:
R(fA)=
l∑
k=1
R(fk) <∞;
l∏
k=1
# Fix(fk#)= 1;
l∏
k=1
N(fk) = 0.
(5)
To prove the equivalences in (4), we first show that
R(f ;X,A) <∞⇒ # Fix(f#) ·
l∏
k=1
# Fix(fk#)= 1.
By Remark 1, if R(f ;X,A) < ∞ then R(f ) < ∞ and R(fA) < ∞; the equivalences
of the first two conditions in (3) and in (5) show that in this case # Fix(f#) = 1 and∏l
k=1 # Fix(fk#)= 1 respectively.
That
# Fix(f#) ·
l∏
k=1
# Fix(fk#)= 1 ⇒ N(f ) ·
l∏
k=1
N(fk) = 0
follows easily from the respective equivalences in (3) and in (5).
The last one,
N(f ) ·
l∏
k=1
N(fk) = 0 ⇒ R(f ;X,A) <∞
follows from the corresponding equivalences in (3) and in (5), together with the fact that if
R(f ) <∞, since R(ϕ,ϕA)⊆R(ϕ,π) as sets, then R(f,fA) R(f ). ✷
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have
Corollary 4.2. Let (X,A) be a compact polyhedral pair of the homotopy type of a nil-
manifold pair such that X is connected and ik# :π1(Ak)→ π1(X) is a monomorphism for
each k. If L(f ) = 0 then N(f ;X,A)= R(f ;X,A).
Proof. Since N(f )= |L(f )| = 0, it follows from (3) that Fix(f#)= 1. Since ik#(Fix(fk#))
⊂ Fix(f#) and ik# is injective, it follows that Fix(fk#) = 1. Thus, by Theorem 4.1 and by
Theorem 3.2, we have N(f ;X,A)= R(f ;X,A). ✷
Remark 4. The hypothesis on ik# is easy to check whereas the injectivity of îA as in [12]
is difficult to determine due to a lack of algebraic structure on the Reidemeister sets.
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Corollary 4.2 also illustrates the usefulness of the equivalence conditions of (4) and the
advantage of using the algebraic formulation of R(f ;X,A). Moreover, since there is no
homological analog for R(f,fA), one cannot expect a relative Anosov-type result without
further assumption on îA (compare [12]).
5. Fiber-preserving maps
Let p :E→ B be a Hurewicz fibration where each fiber F = p−1(b) over b ∈ B , E and
B are 0-connected compact ANRs. A selfmap f :E→E is fiber-preserving if f induces
a map f¯ :B→ B such that the following diagram is commutative.
E
f
p
E
p
B
f¯
B
Let F1, . . . ,Fn be the essential fixed point classes of f¯ . A set ξ of representatives of
essential fixed points of f¯ is simply a set of n fixed points of f¯ such that #(ξ
⋂
Fi )= 1,
for i = 1, . . . , n. Given any such set ξ , it was shown in Corollary 4.6 of [9] that
N(f ;E,Fξ )=N(f |Fξ )=
∑
bi∈ξ
N(fbi ) (6)
where Fξ =⋃bi∈ξ p−1(bi) and fbi = f |Fbi .
The right hand side of (6) was defined in [6] as the Nielsen-type number for fiber-
preserving maps, denoted by NF (f,p). Under appropriate conditions on B and on Fξ ,
NF (f,p) can be realized as a sharp lower bound for the number of fixed points in
the fiberwise homotopy class of f (see [6, Theorem 8.2]). Therefore, under Jiang-type
conditions, we can compute NF (f,p) as the relative Reidemeister number as we show in
the following
Theorem 5.1. Let p :E→ B be a Hurewicz fibration with typical fiber F = p−1(b), b ∈
B , E and B 0-connected compact ANRs. Suppose that E and F are of Jiang type. For any
set ξ of essential representatives of fixed points of f¯ , if
L(f ) ·
∏
bi∈ξ
L(fbi ) = 0
then
NF (f,p)= R(f ;E,Fξ ).
Proof. Let ξ be a set of representatives of fixed points of f¯ . Write ξ = {b1, . . . , bk}.
Since the typical fiber F is of Jiang type and all fibers are of the same homotopy type,
it follows that each Fbi = p−1(bi) is of Jiang type. By Theorem 3.2, the non-vanishing of
the Lefschetz numbers implies that N(f ;E,Fξ )= R(f ;E,Fξ) and the assertion follows
from (6). ✷
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Remark 5. Note that it also follows from Theorem 5.1 that R(f,fξ )= R(f ) since
NF (f,p)=
k∑
i=1
N(fbi )=
k∑
i=1
R(fbi )= R(fξ )
and
R(f ;E,Fξ)= R(f )−R(f,fξ )+R(fξ ).
Next, we further explore algebraic conditions under which the computation of the
relative Reidemeister number may be simplified.
Theorem 5.2. Let p :E→ B be a Hurewicz fibration with typical fiber F = p−1(b), b ∈
B , E and B 0-connected compact ANRs. Suppose that π2(B) is trivial. Let f :E → E
be a fiber-preserving map with induced map f¯ :B → B and ξ be a set of essential
representatives of fixed points of f¯ . For b ∈ ξ , let f¯#,b :π1(B,b)→ π1(B,b) be the induced
homomorphism. If for any b ∈ ξ , Fix(f¯#,b)= 1, then R(f ;E,Fξ )= R(f ). If, in addition,
F and E are Jiang-type spaces and L(f ) ·∏bi∈ξ L(fbi ) = 0, then
N(f ;E,Fξ )=NF (f,p)= R(f ;E,Fξ)= R(f ).
Proof. The long exact sequence of homotopy groups of a fibration yields
· · ·→ π2(B)→ π1(F )→ π1(E)→ π1(B)→ 1.
Since π2(B) is trivial the fiber-preserving map f :E → E gives rise to a commutative
diagram
1 π1(F )
ib
fb#
π1(E)
f#
p
π1(B)
f¯#
1
1 π1(F )
ib
π1(E)
p
π1(B) 1
(7)
whose rows are short exact sequences of groups.
Following [4], there is a short sequence of sets
R(fb# ,π1(F )) îb R(f#,π1(E)) p̂ R(f¯#,π1(B))
where p̂ is surjective and p̂−1([1])= îb(R(fb# ,π1(F ))) where 1 is the identity element
of π1(B). Furthermore, the subgroup Fix(f¯#) ⊂ π1(B) acts on R(fb# ,π1(F )) (see [4,
Proposition 1.6]). It follows that Fix(f¯#,b)= 1 implies that îb is injective, for every b ∈ ξ .
Since R(fξ )=∑b R(fb), we have R(f,fFξ )= R(fξ ). The first assertion follows from the
definition of R(f ;E,Fξ ). The second assertion follows from Theorem 5.1.
Remark 6. The condition that Fix(f¯#,b) = 1 for every b ∈ ξ is the same as the
“essentially fix trivial” condition as in [6]. Essentially fix trivial spaces include the class of
solvmanifolds and therefore the class of nilmanifolds.
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Example 5.3. Let K be the Klein bottle given as the quotient space of R2 under the
equivalence relation (x, y) ∼ (x + k, (−1)ky + 8) for k, 8 ∈ Z. The map f :K → K
defined by f ([x, y]) = [−x,2y] is a fiber-preserving map of a non-orientable fibration
S1 ↪→ K ↪→ S1 of K over the circle S1. The induced map f¯ on the base has two fixed
points (classes) 1/2 and 1 since deg f¯ =−1. Then Fix(f¯#,b)= 1 for b = 1/2,1. Over the
fixed point 1, f has only one fixed point (class) on the fiber S11 but it has three fixed points
(classes) on the fiber S11/2 over the fixed point 1/2. Thus R(f1)= 1 while R(f1/2)= 3. It
follows from Theorem 5.2 that R(f ;K,S11 ∪ S11/2) = R(f ) =
∑
R(fb) = 4. Although
K is not a Jiang-type space, in this example, N(f ;K,S11 ∪ S11/2) = N(f ) = R(f ) =
R(f ;K,S11 ∪ S11/2).
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